Radically Simple Data Management for Your VMware Estate

Protect, Consolidate, and Put Your VMware Data to Work.

Key Benefits

• Lightning quick Disaster Recovery when you need it most
• Seamless integration with the latest version if VMware
• Simple, robust protection for your VMware estate—including vSphere, VMC, VCF, VCD, vSAN, and more

For today’s organizations, data is the lifeblood of their business. However, the use of multiple systems and storage of data across locations have caused data silos that prevent you from effectively extracting value from the data in your VMware environment. These silos have also made it difficult to protect your data against cyberattacks. For enterprises running on VMware solutions, Cohesity offers comprehensive protection for cloud, SaaS, and on-prem data and rapid recovery using a single UI.

Challenges with Data Management in VMware Environments

Patchwork legacy data management products prevent your organization from fully utilizing data as a true competitive asset. Instead, your IT team is left grappling with how to address:

• Security risks posed by data silos and increasingly sophisticated cyberattacks that make it difficult to recover quickly and meet SLAs
• Mass data fragmentation that makes data hard to manage and contributes to cost overruns, complexity, compliance risk, and IT burnout
• Lack of SaaS options for turnkey data management leaves your team with a lot to manage and operate, rather than focus on business objectives

Modern Protection for Your VMware Investment

Cohesity’s multicloud data platform replaces complex point solutions and simplifies enterprise data management. It delivers a modern approach to data protection, disaster recovery, as well as file and object services and can be deployed or consumed as a cloud service. With broad support for VMware solutions, you can use Cohesity software to protect all VMware Cloud workloads—from VM-based applications to modern containerized applications—wherever they reside. You can rapidly protect and share data, as well as use it seamlessly and more securely for agile dev/test, analytics, security, and compliance purposes.
For VMware customers, Cohesity software provides the following capabilities and benefits:

**Simplify Hybrid Cloud Data Management to Improve TCO and Efficiency**

- Unify operations with integrated solutions for backup, data protection, disaster recovery, and threat detection into a single scalable environment
- Securely Manage, Map, and configure the VMware Cloud Director with multi-tenancy across organizations with CSP (cloud service providers)
- Flexible deployment options - deploy and manage yourself, consume as a cloud service from Cohesity, or as a managed service from our partners

**Boost Ransomware Protection to Improve Resilience**

- Continuous data protection (CDP) with SiteContinuity helps ensure you never miss a byte when replicating and recovering your mission-critical data
- Store backed-up data in its secured file system in immutable snapshots that can't be directly accessed or mounted from outside the Cohesity cluster
- Minimize the risk your backups become a ransomware target by using Zero Trust Security Principles, including granular RBAC, MFA, and SSO
- Data classification, threat detection, and cyber vaulting delivered through the combined capabilities of Cohesity DataHawk and Cohesity FortKnox, empower IT teams to protect data and rapidly respond when an attack occurs

**Enable Lightning-quick Recovery to Meet Your SLAs**

- Globally search and then instantly recover from thousands of multiple virtual machines using instant mass restore
- Dramatically reduce recovery time with unlimited and fully hydrated snapshots, without impacting performance
- Ensure business continuity by replicating data to a cluster that you can failover and recover your VMs from in the event of a disaster
- Provide flexible disaster recovery for your VMware estate to secondary site, VMware Cloud, or public cloud

**Gain a Trusted VMware Partner**

- Seamless integration with VMware Cloud on AWS, VMware Cloud Foundation, VMware Cloud Director, VMware vSphere, VMware vSAN, VMware vRealize Automation, VMware vRealize Orchestrator
- The Cohesity platform is certified to run on HPE ProLiant, Cisco UCS, Lenovo ThinkSystem, DELL PowerEdge, Fujitsu Primergy, SuperMicro and Intel Platforms

Learn more at [www.cohesity.com/vmware](http://www.cohesity.com/vmware).